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our definition
of quality,
transparency
and style.

Sustainability has never
been just a trend for us,
it is our tradition.
Since 1928.

Sustainability and responsible consumption
reflect the spirit of the times, are much more
than a short-term trend and their importance
is being reassessed.
We produce a large portion of our products
in our factories in Germany, Portugal and
Hungary. From the thread to the fabric, cutting
and even the final product – more than 50% of
added value is created in Germany.

florian mey
Managing Director,
Procurement and Production
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KEY CERTIFICATIONS:

DISTRIBUTION OF THE BRAND MEY:

About Mey			 30
We supply
3500 retailers and department store chains, run
20 of our own Mey Stores,
2 multi-label stores and
7 factory outlet centres.

In 2012, we were the first bodywear company with
bluesign® certification, our Organic collection has been
GOTS-certified since 2017 and we have been certified
according to STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® since 2020.

FIGURES, DATA, FACTS

EMPLOYEES:

PRODUCTION FACTS:

2010
FOUNDING YEAR 1928
100 % FAMILY OWNED

MANAGING DIRECTOR:
840 people

TOTAL
WORKFORCE 2019:
1,065 Employees
650 in Germany
218 in Portugal
175 in Hungary
22 in international retail

380 abroad
460 domestic
2014

Matthias Mey
Sales, Marketing
and Design

Markus Mey
IT and Logistics

89%

100%

97

of our fabrics are
produced at our
company site in
Albstadt (Germany).

of our suppliers are
located in Europe.

mulesing-free wool
is used for all of
our products that
contain wool.

individually configurable knitting machines
at our company site in
Albstadt (Germany).

370 abroad
510 domestic

PERCENTAGE OF
SALES INLAND/EXPORT
2019:
80%/20%

2019

CONSOLIDATED
GROUP SALES
2019: approx. €103 million

1,065 people
Florian Mey
Production and
Procurement
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880 people

85%

Roland Kull

Finance and HR

415 abroad
650 domestic
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certifications
first bodywear supplier
with bluesign® certification
(2012) and now a bluesign®
system partner (2019)

the organic and re:think
collections are both
gots certified.

the hohenstein institute
awards best grade for wear
comfort.

our textiles are bodycompatible and tested
for toxins.

Our company is a bluesign® SYSTEM PARTNER.
We comply with the most stringent environmental guidelines and production specifications. Our
suppliers must also comply with these standards. The five bluesign® principles are resource
productivity, consumer safety, water protection,
emission protection and occupational health and
safety.

The Organic collection for women and
RE:THINK collection for men are GOTS certified. The standard assesses social criteria and
environmental requirements for textiles made
from organically produced natural fibres.

Our Dry Cotton and Dry Cotton Functional
collections (incl. “the undershirt”) were tested
by the Hohenstein Institute for wear comfort
and were awarded 1.0, the best grade for a very
high level of comfort and for being pleasant to
wear.

The FKT label (Fördergemeinschaft Körperverträgliche Textilien e.V. or the association
for skin-compatible textiles) certifies that the
tested textiles do not release any substances
that could irritate or damage the skin. We are
able to maintain our quality standards with
this combination of tests for toxins and body
compatibility.

The bluesign® system minimises environmental
impact during the entire production process.
The result is a product that was produced safely,
with low environmental impact and with a small
ecological footprint.

our products have been
certified according to
standard 100 by oeko-tex®
since 2020.

The standard guarantees the sustainable
production of textiles. It begins with organically and sustainably cultivated raw materials,
continues with an environmentally and socially
responsible manufacturing process and even
includes the designation of products. GOTS is
the leading global standard for textile products
consisting of at least 70% organically produced
natural fibres.

To receive the STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®
label, every part of a product (lace, fabric, thread,
hooks, eyelets, tape, etc.) must meet the criteria.
That means our products are free from banned
and regulated contaminants as well as hazardous
chemicals. Moreover, the pH value is tested for
its skin-friendliness and the colour authenticity
of each item is verified.
As a result, our customers can count on
purchasing an impeccable product
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The heat and moisture management of the
fabric is tested. Skin-sensory tests measure the
sensations that the tested textile causes to be
felt on the skin. In addition varying degrees of
excessive perspiration are simulated, tests are
conducted for heat insulation and drying time
along with whether the textile feels scratchy or
damp against the skin.

we are currently in
the middle of the auditing
process for the green
button (grüner knopf).

Compared to conventional tests, the FKT does
not just test for individual and known harmful
substances but also observes the effects the
clothes have on the skin when worn. For our
customers, this means better protection and
safety for their skin.

The Green Button (Grüner Knopf) is a relatively
new label of the Federal Ministry for Economic
Cooperation and Development (BMZ).
Not only are the products tested, but also the
companies. The companies have to be aware
of, report and eliminate risks to human rights in
their supply chains. In product testing, manufacturers verify that environmental and social
criteria are met based on existing labels (such
as GOTS). Raw material extraction is not taken
into consideration for the label at this point in
time.
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our responsibility
the sustainable development goals (sdgs) of the un
include 17 goals to secure sustainable development
on an economic, environmental and social level.

The spirit of the time is
characterised by ambivalent
desires.
Traditional values are brought
to the fore and reinterpreted.
claudia wigge
Head of Design Women
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They were adopted in the 2030 Agenda at the
2015 UN Summit. The key message as guiding
principles are the Ps: People, Planet, Prosperity,
Peace, Partnership (UN, 2019).
Here at Mey, we see sustainability as a pillar
which secures the foundation of our corporate
success over the long term. By continuously
improving our standards, production processes
and goals, we will continue to make a contribution in the future by producing durable and
premium quality products while also using less
power and resources.

Access to affordable,
reliable, sustainable and
modern energy for all.

Promote sustained, inclusive
and sustainable economic
growth, full and productive
employment and decent
work for all.

Ensure sustainable
consumption.

Protect, restore and promote
sustainable use of terrestrial
ecosystems.

Our sustainability strategy focuses on the SDGs
of the United Nations with particular attention
paid to goals 7, 8, 12 and 15. Mey will be concentrating on these four selected SDGs until mid2021 and continuously work on implementing
relevant improvements in the company.
We have broken down these four overarching
goals into twelve further subgoals.
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our goals for mid-2021
#1

expand the use of certified organic cotton to four
product ranges

#8

reduce the use of (non-recycled) film
by 30%

#2

increase the percentage of sustainable/certified
cotton to 90%

#9

reduce energy consumption by 5% at our
three regional company sites

#3

continue to only use wool from sheep from
mulesing-free livestock breeding.

#10

establish a carbon footprint for our
three company sites

#4

certify the entire volume of material at mey (for example
with standard 100 by oeko-tex®, bluesign®, gots)

#11

create and introduce a labelling concept
or meta-label

#5

80% of our suppliers must commit themselves to our
mey rsl (restricted substance list)

#12

raise employee awareness and increase
involvement in the mey sustainability concept

#6

80% of cmt (cut make trim) and fm (full merchandise)
partners must produce in the countries considered
non-critical by the fair wear foundation (fwf) or
present a bsci (business social compliance initiative)
or fwf certificate

#7

10

continue to only use fsc® certified product packaging
and hangtags

Mey wants to make a
significant contribution to
the SDGs 7, 8, 12 and 15, which
is why we have set the
following goals for mid-2021!
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#1 expand the use of certified organic cotton to four product ranges

organic cotton

re:think series

Fabric: 92 % ogranic cotton, 8 % elasthane

Fabric: 94 % organic cotton, 6 % elasthane

7 10 11
High-leg briefs
5–8
25 815
Top
36–46

25 816
Top
36–48

ANIC C
RG
O

QUOTE:
Always look
on the
bright side
7 11 41
High-leg briefs
5–8

29 815
Mini briefs
36–46

7 10 21
Boxers
5–8

26 815
Shirt
36–48
Colour 1 + 3

TON
OT

BIO /

the best thing a company can
do for sustainability: produce
premium quality and durable
products.

organic series

7 11 21
Boxers
5–8

29 816
American pants
38–48
QUOTE:
Wish you
were here

The organic cotton we use comes from India,
Israel and Turkey, is a fair trade product and
spun into our GOTS certified yarn in Turkey
and Germany. Moreover, our organic cotton is
particularly fine, long staple and hardly contains
any extraneous fibres. Extraneous fibres can seriously lower the quality of yarn and the finished
fabric as a result, which is why observing this
factor is of particular importance to us.

7 11 41
High-leg briefs
5–8
29 817
Panty
36–46

29 818
Waist pants
38–48

QUOTE:
I accept
your terms
of privacy
7 11 41
High-leg briefs
5–8

Mey currently offers two collections made of
more than 90% organic cotton, both of which
are GOTS certified.
When it comes to procuring cotton of organic
quality, we as a company face major challenges
in terms of the quality available. Due to the exceptionally fine finish of our fabrics and highly
precise knitting machines, our organic cotton
must be free of extraneous fibres and any other
contaminants while also having a particular
staple length.
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7 11 21
Boxers
5–8

7 11 21
Boxers
5–8

1
white

101
white

3
black

123
black

703
bailey

light grey
melange

620
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#2 increase the percentage of sustainable/certified cotton to 90%

#3 use only wool that is harvested without
mulesing

cotton

wool

we believe in a trend that
is sustainable: quality.

we have always abstained
from using wool that
comes from areas where
mulesing is practiced.

Sustainable does not always have to mean
organic: both of our most important suppliers,
who we have worked with for decades, uphold
the latest technological and social standards.

Our wool products at Mey have always
been knitted exclusively and 100% from
wool harvested from sheep in South Africa.

Mey views sustainable cotton as a combination of certificates (such as STANDARD 100
by OEKO-TEX®, BCI, STeP by Oeko-Tex®) and
long-standing partnerships with suppliers. Our
cotton suppliers already have at least one of the
listed certificates for the products they supply.

These yarns are completely mulesing-free
and we will continue to make sure that
mulesing-free wool is procured in the future.
Our suppliers have submitted the relevant
certificates. The share of wool yarn amounted
to approximately 1% of the total quantity in
2019.

Additional factors such as regional spinning in
Europe and the resulting short transport routes,
drip irrigation on family-run cotton farms in
Greece as well as long-standing partnerships
also play a major role and are part of our main
focus. In 2019, we already reached a share of
approximately 70% of sustainable/certified
cotton and we plan to continue to increase that.
We source our premium quality Peru Pima
cotton yarn from suppliers with whom we have
worked for more than 30 years. In addition to
cotton, we use further renewable raw materials such as modal fibres made of TENCEL™,
viscose yarn based on cellulose fibres and wool
that is harvested from African sheep without
agonising mulesing.

COTTON
PERU

#4 certify the entire volume of material at mey

mey is certified according to standard 100 by oeko-tex®.
This refers to certifications such as STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®, STeP by OEKO-TEX®,
GOTS or bluesign®. We are currently (January 2020) in the middle of the auditing
process for the Green Button (Grüner Knopf).
Approximately 95% of our volume of material is already certified and our company is
a bluesign® SYSTEM PARTNER.
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#5 80% of our suppliers must commit themselves to our mey rsl
(restricted substance list)

the countries considered non-critical by the fair wear foundation (fwf) or present
a bsci (business social compliance initiative) or fwf certificate

restricted substance list

cut make trim (cmt) and full
merchandise (fm)

89% of our suppliers are located in europe, 8% are in asia,
1% are in south america and the remaining 2% are in turkey.

more than 80% of cmt operations are located in countries
that are classified as non-critical by the fwf.

Our suppliers share our take on social, environmental and economic values. That is not only
based on personal contact on site, but also on
written values such as our Mey Terms (purchasing conditions), Code of Conduct and legal
provisions. Approximately 70% of our suppliers
have already committed themselves to observing our Mey RSL.

All of our approximately 120 suppliers, CMT
(Cut Make Trim) partners and FM (Full Merchandise) partners must comply with the Mey
Terms and commit themselves to complying
with our values and guidelines.

The three Mey locations in Germany (Albstadt),
Portugal (Celorico de Beira) and Hungary (Veresegyház) are in Europe, which means they are
subject to the strictest provisions in terms of
social and environmental standards.

How chemicals are handled is very important
to protect consumers and every individual
involved as well as the environment during the
production phase. To help our suppliers, Mey
has developed a minimum standard for suppliers that primarily applies to consumer safety
regarding chemicals in finished products.

More than 80% of our CMT operations
(contractors, partners, sewing workshops)
are located in countries that are classified as
non-critical by the Fair Wear Foundation (FWF)
and approximately 65% of Mey’s FM partners
can present a BSCI certificate.

We adapted our Mey Terms in 2019. They
ensure optimal compliance with our quality and
sustainability criteria. The Mey Terms include
not only technical specifications and quality
guidelines, but also our Code of Conduct,
which requires safe working conditions and
environmental protection. Another essential
factor is the honest and transparent communication of data in a business partnership.
The legal foundations and the International Labour Organization (ILO) form the guidelines for
our collaboration. The supplier will particularly
comply with the standards from the ILO regarding social and responsible economic activities
and will conclude appropriate agreements with
any upstream suppliers or sub-suppliers and
also with further subcontractors.
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#6 80% of cmt (cut make trim) and fm (full merchandise) partners must produce in

The RSL is a minimum requirement for suppliers to ensure compliance with Mey Standards.
The RSL includes all effective restrictions such
as limit values and bans that apply to textiles
(including textile raw materials, intermediate
textile products and membranes), leather and
textile accessories made of metal or other
non-metal materials.
The Mey RSL was developed in collaboration
with bluesign®, the world’s strictest standard
for clean textile production.

Why isn’t Mey part of the FWF? We consider
the FWF to be positive and find the certificate
worthwhile. To become a member and receive
the corresponding certification, however, the
FWF requires that at least 50% of the work
performed is carried out in critical countries
and that the corresponding provisions are
upheld there.
The fact that such a high percentage of our
production is carried out in non-critical countries means we cannot be certified by the FWF.
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#7 use fsc® certified product packaging and hangtags

packaging
all of our cardboard for product packaging is already
fsc® certified.
All of our cardboard for product packaging is
already FSC® certified, but that is not advertised on our packaging yet.
We also do not use what is known as film
lamination on our packaging, which increases
the stability of the packaging (for example on
folded edges and by preventing tearing).

If the world changes,
we obviously cannot
stand still.

We have significantly reduced the amount of
carton packaging with a film window and make
sure as a general rule to use a minimal amount
of finishing techniques, such as glossy films or
UV coatings, as these pollute the environment
and make recycling more difficult.

#8 reduce the use of (non-recycled) film by 30%

plastic film
christoph heinzmann
Head of Design Men

the use of film at mey should be significantly reduced
over the long term.
A number of trials are currently underway to
completely eliminate the use of film, to reduce
its use or to replace it with recycled materials.
We already reduced the micron thickness of
the films that are used to keep our hanger cycle
products clean in 2019. That saved a total of
21% of film material.
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We have also transitioned to using film that is
100% recycled for protective packaging for
our nightwear products. Different in-house
tests with several recycled films are currently
underway to gradually replace other types of
film with 100% recycled film, which will be used
until we are able to do without film altogether.
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#9 reduce energy consumption by 5%
at our regional company sites

At our headquarters in Albstadt (Germany),
we have already been obtaining 100% green
power (hydropower from Scandinavia) since
2018. The windows have also been replaced
with new insulated windows, the rooftops reinsulated and lighting in the production hall has
now been completely switched to LED. Our
on-site charging station is also run solely on
green power at the outlet.

#10 establish a carbon footprint for
our company sites

We would like to examine the areas in which we
can conserve energy and resources and use the
knowledge that is gained to reassess processes
and provide encouragement to rethink matters.

#11 create and introduce a labelling
concept

We have determined internal guidelines for
the inspection and sourcing of materials. The
foundation is formed by the use of materials
certified according to STANDARD 100 by
OKEO-TEX®.

Sustainability is not proven by labels
or the use of organic cotton alone.
Instead, it is the confidence of knowing
we can transparently show our customers
the entire value-added chain!

#12 raise employee awareness and increase involvement in the sustainability concept
In January 2020, we welcomed a new colleague to the Mey team who now concentrates 100% on the topic of sustainability
at Mey. At our company site in Albstadt
(Germany), we already provide various offers
to encourage our employees to think about
health, consumption and exercise in more
sustainable and informed terms.
A water station is available for our employees’ water bottles, the coffee makers
are equipped with standard ceramic mugs
instead of plastic cups and the use of
Eco-Takeouts™, a reusable container system,
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has been required for take away meals from our
staff restaurant since January 2020.
Mey also offers various sports programmes,
including kick boxing, water gymnastics and
yoga plus the opportunity to use the company
swimming pool and sauna while off the job.

matthias mey
Managing Director,
Marketing and Sales

With team challenges, we encourage our
employees to create carpooling communities,
to cycle to work or to switch to using public
transport. Business trips, when feasible, are
made by train.
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transparency
t ran s par e n cy
our production steps at our company sites as well
as in the other producing countries are transparent
and traceable.

POLAND
GERMANY
HUNGARY
CROATIA

BOSNIA

PORTUGAL

TURKEY
CHINA

design and
innovation
The design teams for women and men at Mey
surprise us each and every season with new
creations, colour palettes and products.
New garments and cuts are created, existing
pieces are improved and optimised and lovely
little accents are added – all with a view to provide durability, high quality and unique design.

82%

14%

4%

ow n produ cti o n

cm t (c u t-ma ke-t r im)

f u l l me rch a ndise

GERMANY

HUNGARY

CHINA

PORTUGAL

POLAND

TURKEY

HUNGARY

CROATIA

One’s own individuality is the focus. The inner
desire for modern authenticity and harmony
comes first and foremost – both in terms of the
materials and the colour palette. The focus is on
premium fabrics that offer impeccable comfort.
We believe that our durable products make a
contribution to a better future. More sustainability, less fast fashion.

BOSNIA
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Facts and figures: year 2018 (percent in pieces)

WOMEN DESIGN
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GERMANY

CALENDER ROLLERS
GERMANY

YARN WAREHOUSE
GERMANY

yarns and
fabrics

finishing

The innovative development of yarns and
fabrics has been one of our greatest strengths
from the very beginning.

Our fabric finishing process on the jet shrinking
system and our calendering process enable us
to reduce the risk of garment shrinkage to as
little as four percent.

We develop and test a variety of new material
and yarn combinations to produce the perfect fabrics for our products. Our fabrics are
particularly durable, soft and supple as well as
extremely comfortable to wear.

We take this figure into account when designing patterns so that every product fits just like
it did the very first time even after repeated
washing.

We manufacture approximately 85% of our
fabrics on 97 individually configurable knitting
machines at the company’s headquarters in Albstadt (Germany). After finishing, an employee
carefully inspects our fabrics for defects.

knitting
factory

dyeing
Mey bodywear is bleached without the use of
chlorine and dyed in compliance with the most
stringent regulations to protect man and the
environment. We do so in collaboration with
long-standing regional processing partners.

Our machinery in Albstadt (Germany) includes
body-size knitting machines, which create circular knitted fabric tubes that can subsequently
be cut to produce tops and bottoms without
side seams, as well as machines to produce
metre goods.
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The jet shrinking system treats the fabric like
a normal tumbler dryer, but on a larger scale.
The length of fabric loses 10% of its potential
lengthwise shrinkage as a result.

Metre goods are also circular knitted fabrics
that are then cut directly down one side and
wound onto a roll, resulting in a standard length
of material.

As our bodywear comes in direct contact with
the skin, we observe the strictest standards
and guidelines for dyeing and printing. A fully
automatic dosing system prepares the readymixed dyes with maximum precision to ensure
the colours do not differ in the future.

For the body-size knitting machines, a separate
knitting machine is necessary for every garment
size. As side seams are not necessary later in
the process, the round tube of fabric must be
the exact clothing size of the garment that will
be produced.

The dyes need to last through many washes and
must not bleed, stain or fade excessively. We
test these properties with a long-term washing
test. If the dyeing and printing are of good
quality, the dye remains in the fabric and does
not stain the white test strip.

KNITTING FACTORY
GERMANY

DYE WORKS
GERMANY

CUTTING
GERMANY

cutting

design

Our expertise and the use of punching machines and state-of-the-art cutting machines
guarantee consistently high accuracy.

100% GERMANY

knitting
85% GERMANY
15% ELSEWHERE

The punching machine is mainly used for
cutting shirts and briefs to size, which were
produced as seamless tubular knitted fabric.
Fully automated cutting is performed on the
machine. To ensure the dimensional accuracy
of the cut pieces, not more than 25 layers of
fabric are processed in one work step.

cut

From a technical point of view, it would be
possible to cut a significantly higher number of
layers with the cutter, however, the cut pieces
vary slightly as a result, which would not be in
line with our high standard of quality.

sewing

70% GERMANY

27% GERMANY

20% HUNGARY

43% PORTUGAL

10% ELSEWHERE

20% HUNGARY
3% POLAND
1% BOSNIA
2% TURKEY
2% CROATIA
2% ELSEWHERE

sewing
To provide exceptional comfort, we pay special attention to our seam work, for example
with high stitch density (up to 13 stitches/cm).
That allows us to guarantee a seam’s high
degree of elasticity and ultimate comfort as
a result.
We invest in premium quality. To ensure that
level of quality, we check our products after
every manufacturing step. Only then do you
have a final product that completely satisfies
customers: with premium material, precision
workmanship and exceptional comfort.
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SEWING WORKSHOP
PORTUGAL

quality

logistics

100% GERMANY

100% GERMANY

Mey is a family-run company managed by the third and fourth generation,
which is why sustainability has never been just a trend for us – it is our tradition.
Anyone familiar with us knows we stand both for tradition and experience as
well as quality and innovation.
We take a clear stance and hold ourselves to particularly high standards. That
also applies to the subject of corporate responsibility and sustainability, which
is firmly anchored in our corporate mission statement.

Facts and figures: year 2018 (percent in pieces)
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many hands, one passion.
The perfect cut. Resource-friendly
and without wasting materials.
Sime Dujic | Cutting

This is where the
design is born, the
idea. Clear. Pure.
And with loving
attention to detail.
Quality control means attention to
detail down to the very last step.

Claudia Wigge
Head of Design
Women

Bernadeta Ring
Head of Sample Making Department

Where thousands of
needles do their job: in
the knitting factory, yarn
is turned into fabric.
Holger Teufel
Knitting factory
department head

That magic moment: in the sewing workshop,
individual pieces become the final garment.
Daniela Sinatra-Marzio | Sewing workshop
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Brands:

LOCATIONS

MEY STORES
Albstadt
Germany, Head Office & Production
Site, established in 1928,
New building: Outlet in 2008
Bitz
Germany, Logistics Centre
Established in 1984, converted to
Logistics Centre in 2008

Mey GmbH & Co. KG
Auf Steingen 6
72459 Albstadt
Mey Handels GmbH
Mey Austria GmbH
Mey Store Cologne

Celorico da Beira
Portugal, manufacturing plant
Established in 1991

Contact:

Veresegyház
Hungary, Manufacturing plant
Established in 1992

Social Media:

Phone:
Email
Web

+49 (0) 74 31 / 706-0
info@mey.com
www.mey.com

SALZBURG

Mey Store Bonn

SEGMENTS
Underwear

Lingerie

Bodywear

Club

Lovestory | Nightwear

NIGHT2DAY

MEN

WOMEN

Mey Store Baden-Baden

Loungewear | Nightwear

STORE AACHEN
Krämerstraße 13-15
52062 Aachen

STORE DORTMUND
Westenhellweg 102-106
44137 Dortmund

STORE BADEN-BADEN
Lichtentaler Straße 6
76530 Baden-Baden

STORE FRANKFURT
Schillerstraße 16
60313 Frankfurt

STORE BAMBERG
Grüner Markt 3
96047 Bamberg

STORE GÖTTINGEN
Weender Straße 30
37073 Göttingen

STORE BERLIN
Boulevard Berlin
Schloßstraße 15
12163 Berlin

STORE HAMBURG
Poststraße 12
20354 Hamburg

STORE BERLIN
Kurfürstendamm 216
Entrance: Fasanenstr. 22
10719 Berlin

Swimwear

STORE BIELEFELD
Obernstraße 11
33602 Bielefeld
STORE BONN
Bonngasse 1
53111 Bonn
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Mey Store Berlin Ku’damm

STORE BREMEN
Schüsselkorb 17
28195 Bremen

STORE COLOGNE
Mittelstraße 12-14
50672 Cologne
STORE CONSTANCE
Marktstätte 11
78462 Constance
STORE NUREMBERG
Josephsplatz 2
90403 Nuremberg
STORE REGENSBURG
Residenzstraße 1
93047 Regensburg

STORE ROTTACHEGERN
Nördliche Hauptstr. 24a
83700 Rottach-Egern
STORE TRIER
Fleischstraße 24
54290 Trier
STORE ULM
Hafengasse 22
89073 Ulm
STORE WIESBADEN
Mauergasse 4a
65183 Wiesbaden

MULTIBRAND
STORE MAINZ
UHLIG AM DOM
Höfchen 2
55116 Mainz
MULTIBRAND
STORE SALZBURG
GRAZIA
Linzer Gasse 6
5020 Salzburg
Austria
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made with
love and passion
.
Mey GmbH & Co. KG · Auf Steingen 6 · 72459 Albstadt · Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 7431 706 0 · info@mey.com · www.mey.com

100% recovered paper
less energy and water used and
low in pollutants according
to the blue angle guidelines

printed locally within a 60 km radius
short transport routes for printing
materials and particularly sustainable
operation

These brochures were printed on paper (Enviro
Clever U) made of 100% recovered paper that was
manufactured according to the guidelines of the Blue
Angel (UZ-14a) regarding reduced use of energy and
water and being particularly low in pollutants.

• CTP printing without chemicals or water, which means
130,000 litres of water are saved annually
• A photovoltaic system on the roof covers nearly 50% of
the printing company‘s electricity requirements
• Waste heat recovery: 85% of electricity is saved as waste
heat and used to heat the entire company building

climate-neutral printing
With climate-neutral printing, we support a
forest conservation project in Papua New Guinea.

